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Abstract— Continuous and on-line adaptation of robotic trajectories is one of the key properties of robotic control policies
that make robots useful in unstructured environments, where
the conditions of the external world are not predefined or
stationary. Modification of robotic trajectories through human
intervention, in order to make them more suitable to the
user, is often termed as robotic coaching. In the manner of
a tutor, the user shows to the robot which part of the motion
to change and how. Predefined gestures acquired with visual
systems and direct physical interaction are two possibilities to
realize robotic coaching. In this paper we study what are the
desired user features and which of the three tested coaching
methods is deemed most favorable by a group of 7 subjects.
The three methods we explore all build on on-line coaching of
dynamic motion primitives, but are based on different feedback
signals, i. e., visual or force feedback, and different low-level
robot control approaches, i. e., a stiff or a compliant robot.
The experiment required coaching of a KUKA LWR-4 robot
arm while wiping a flat surface, so that it followed two simple
patterns. The survey presented in this paper aims at providing
the designers of human-robot coaching interfaces with answers
on the feasibility, advantages and drawbacks of the three
methods for on-line coaching analyzed in this paper: 1. visual
feedback, 2. force feedback with a stiff robot, and 3. position
feedback with a compliant robot.

I. INTRODUCTION
Modification of robot behaviors is in practice still the task
of robotics experts. Relaying information on how to perform
a task is in human-robot interaction (HRI) not as easy as
between two humans, where the one with the knowledge simply tells/shows the other what to do and how. Based on such
instructions, humans can often quickly achieve the desired
behavior. Additional information on movement modifications
is often provided in the manner of a coach/tutor.
Recently, several studies have focused on systems for
teaching the robots with a similar approach, i. e., on robot
coaching. Different approaches and tasks were tackled. For
example, Gruebler et al. [1] combined voice commands and
supervised learning, where voice commands served as the
reward function. Verbal instructions of non-experts were used
to modify movements obtained by human demonstration
in [2]. On the other hand, Suzuki et al. [3] used facial
expressions, measured with electromyography (EMG) biosignals as feedback to shape the robot behavior. Full body
coaching based on motion capture was proposed in [4],
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Fig. 1.
A participant in the survey while coaching the robot. The
experimental setup consisting of the KUKA LWR-4 robot arm and the
desired half-ellipse trajectory are also depicted. The 3D-Investigator motion
capture camera is visible in the back.

where a motion capture suit was used. Motion capture with
either marker-less visual systems or marker based system
is common for robotic motion imitation [5]. It has also
been utilized for coaching. Coaching based on gestures
and obstacle avoidance algorithms was applied to dynamic
movement primitives in [6]. Proximity to the user was used to
push and pull the robot, which learned the modified motions.
The approach was extended to physical interaction in [7].
Physical contact was also used by Lee & Ott [8] who used
kinesthetic teaching with iterative updates to modify the
behavior of a humanoid robot. Physical human-robot interaction (pHRI) combined with imitation learning was applied
in [9] where the robot first learned the interaction primitives
by imitating the human. It then modified the marker-based
imitation control according to the learned expected contact
information. Compliant impedance control was utilized to
limit the contact forces.
In this paper we present the results of a survey on three
robotic coaching approaches, described in detail in [7].
Visual feedback and force feedback with different underlying robot control methods, all based on a modification of
dynamic movement primitives (DMPs), represent the core
of the three human-robot interaction methods for robotic
coaching. While all three allow on-line modification of the
learned motion, the question addressed in this paper is which
one of them is better to realize an effective HRI system for
coaching. The motivation behind the survey is to determine
the feasibility factors of coaching systems and to provide
the users with what they want – not what the designers
want. One of the participants in the survey is depicted in
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Fig. 1 during the coaching session. The use case in the
survey was modifying the motion of a robot wiping a table.
Such a scenario is applicable for industrial applications, for
example polishing, painting, grinding, etc., as well as for
future domestic assistants [10], [11].
We conducted the survey with 7 volunteers with different
backgrounds in robotics. The participants provided qualitative assessments of the systems. In parallel, we collected
also quantitative data. However, it is not straightforward to
define quantitative measures. In ICRA challenge in 20081
two measures were used: the ability to learn by interacting
with a human and to interact socially. More formal methods
have been proposed in the literature. Steinfeld et al. [12]
have proposed a set of common metrics, but robotic coaching
is not discussed. Clarkson and Arkin [13] proposed the
development of a set of heuristics for use in HRI evaluation.
Given that this survey is focused on a very specific task of
comparing three similar robotic coaching methods, more task
specific metrics, namely distance to the desired trajectory,
time of coaching and maximal force of interaction, were
applied.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II we
describe the study design. Section III provides the details of
the three coaching methods analyzed in this paper. Results
are presented in Section IV. The outcome of the survey and
its potential impacts are discussed in V, which also concludes
the paper. For the sake of completeness, the Appendix gives
a brief summary on periodic dynamic movement primitives.
II. STUDY DESIGN
We designed a randomized cross-over study that compared
the effectiveness and feasibility of three underlying methods
of robotic coaching. All three methods are based on on-line
adaptation of the learned periodic motion, encoded with a
dynamic movement primitive.
A. Participants
Seven healthy young adults, 4 males and 3 females,
volunteered to participate in the study. The participants were
informed about the procedure and possible risks before the
experiments and the free informed consent was obtained
from all. The participants had various experience and education in robotics, ranging from no experience, to experts
with a PhD in robotics.
B. Procedures
The experiment started with the robot following a given
left-right pattern and maintaining contact of 5 N with a flat
surface, therefore wiping the table with the sponge held by
its gripper, see Fig. 1. The initial end-effector trajectory is
depicted in green in Fig. 3-5. Note that the trajectory is not
completely straight. It was obtained with imitation learning
as explained in [7].
The participants were asked to coach the robot so that the
end effector would follow a predefined path, drawn on the
surface. The predefined path was given as a half-ellipse with
1 http://lasa.epfl.ch/icra08/hric.html,

accessed Sep. 2015

a straight line over its long axis, as shown also in Fig. 1. The
task of the participants was two-fold. First, they had to make
the robot follow the complete shape. After that, they were
instructed to change this learned pattern into a straight line.
The participants could only coach the robot in xp direction
in robot’s coordinate system (CS), which is towards and
away from the participant. The left-right motion (yp ) of the
robot and the frequency (Ω = 0.5π) of the motion were
fixed. Fixed oscillatory motion along the yp -axis enabled to
sample both the linear and the elliptical motion segments in
an equally distributed manner along this direction.
Before each coaching experiment, the participants were
instructed to test the coaching method. While the initial plan
was to allow only one attempt before the actual recorded
experiment, some participants asked for – and were granted
– more practice.
In the recorded experiments, the participants could start
coaching whenever they wanted (in whichever position the
robot was at that point), but a one minute time-window was
given for each of the patterns. The participants could decide
to stop coaching sooner than that if they thought that the
trajectory will not improve any more. In short, the procedure
of the experiment was: 1) make the complete shape in one
minute or less; 2) let go of the robot (stop coaching); 3) start
whenever you want and change the shape back to a straight
line.
The participants performed three coaching sessions, each
using a different coaching method (visual feedback, stiff
force feedback, compliant force feedback, see Section III)
in a randomized order. The randomization of the coaching
methods allowed for appropriate comparison between them.
Following the last experiment, the participants were asked
to rank the control approaches from the one they thought the
best, to the one they thought the worst. Best and worst were
not defined, so each participant could set his own criteria
(see also Section V).
C. Measures
While many variables were measured on the robot, in
this paper we only consider two measures applicable to all
three methods: Distance to the desired trajectory and Time of
coaching. A third measure, Force of human-robot interaction
is only applicable to two of the selected coaching methods.
The Distance to the desired trajectory, marked with d was
calculated as the sum of squared errors in each time step of
one period of motion after the coaching ended,
X
d=
(xp,des − xp,j )2 ,
(1)
j

where xp marks the position of the robot’s end effector
in xp direction, xp,des is the desired trajectory, and j =
1, ..., T are the time samples. Mean values of d were used
for the measure. The position of the robot’s end effector
was calculated with direct kinematics from the robot’s joint
positions.
The Time of coaching was determined as the time from
the starting time of DMP weight modification, until the end
of the modification. The mean time was used as the measure.
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The Force of human-robot interaction was measured
throughout the whole experiment with joint torque sensors of
the robot, which were used for the estimation of the external
end-effector force. A maximal value of the force was used
as the measure.
One-way ANOVA statistical analyses were performed to
determine significant differences between the means of separate measures. The alpha level of significance was set a
priori at 0.05.
D. Robot Experimental Setup
The experiment was conducted on a KUKA LWR-4 robot,
which has 7 degrees of freedom (DOFs). The robot was
controlled from a desktop PC, which sends to the robot
the desired joint positions and velocities using KUKA Fast
Research Interface (FRI). The robot control algorithm and
the coaching algorithm were both executed in a MatlabSimulink scheme, running at 100 Hz. Inverse kinematics
was iteratively calculated using the Jacobian pseudo-inverse,
so that the robot’s end effector moved in the desired taskspace direction. The orientation of the end effector was
continuously controlled to remain constant in all directions.
Possible motion in the robot’s xp and yp directions was
limited for safety.
The robot’s controller was operating in joint-stiffness
mode [14], with the stiffness set to maximum, i. e. 3000
N/rad for each joint, for the visual and stiff-force coaching
method. The compliant force coaching method used the
robot’s task-space stiffness mode, which also allows joint
control with appropriate FRI flags. In this case the stiffness
was set to 500 N/m for xp direction and 1500 N/m for all
other directions and orientations. The experimental setup is
depicted in Fig. 1.
For the visual coaching method we used two active visual
markers to determine the coaching commands. The markers’
positions were measured by 3D Investigator Motion Capture
System.
III. COACHING METHODS
The three coaching methods used in the study are all based
on on-line adaptation of weights of a periodic dynamic movement primitive, which describes the initial robot motion. The
basics of DMPs are explained in the Appendix. The learning
of DMP weights is at the core of the coaching algorithm,
therefore it is described next.

Fig. 2. Coaching of the robot with visual feedback; pulling the robot is
shown in the left and pushing the robot in the center. Coaching through
physical interface is shown in the right image.

A. Learning of DMPs
The weights w of the DMP encode the shape of the forcing
term f (x), and therefore the shape of the DMP output signal.
In a typical LbD scenario, where a demonstrated motion is
learned, the weights of a periodic DMP can be learned using
incremental locally weighted regression (ILWR) [15]. The
target data for fitting, originating from (10) – (11) is given
as


1
1
ftarg = 2 ÿdemo − αz βz (g − ydemo ) − ẏdemo . (2)
Ω
Ω
See [16] for details.
Given ftarg , wi is updated incrementally for each timestep j as
wi,j+1

=

wi,j + Γi,j+1 Pi,j+1 rej

Pi,j+1

=

1
λ

ej

=

ftarg,j

Pi,j −

2 2
Pi,j
r
λ
Γi

+ Pi,j r2
− wi,j r.

(3)
!
(4)
(5)

Γi are the kernel functions and Pi is the inverse covariance
of wi [17]. The recursion is started with wi = 0 and Pi = 1.
r is the amplitude gain. The forgetting factor is defined by
λ ≤ 1. The useful range for λ is from 0.97 to 1. If λ < 1,
then the incremental regression gives more weight to recent
data, meaning that it tends to forget older ones.
All three coaching methods used in this study are based
on modifying (5), specifically by changing the error of
regression to be based on external coaching command instead
of the difference between the current DMP and user demonstration. This kind of modification of DMP learning for
coaching was described in [6] and expanded for adaptation
with respect to the environment in [7].
B. Visual Feedback
In this coaching method, the adaptation of the DMP
weights is based on visual feedback. The proximity of the
robot’s end effector to a marker is used to initiate/stop the
modification of the desired movement by coaching commands. The markers’ relative height with respect to each
other was used to determine the type of coaching command,
namely push or pull.
The changing of DMP weights w was governed by

0
p > 0.1

(0.001/p2 − 0.1)/40 p ≤ 0.1, p1z > p2z
ej (x) =

(−0.001/p2 − 0.1)/40 otherwise
(6)
where p is the distance between the marker and the end
effector and p1z , p2z are the heights of the two markers.
As evident from (6), coaching is only active if the marker is
within 10 cm of the end effector. The coaching gains were
tuned empirically, see also Section V.
Besides the adaptation of DMP weights, i. e., the modification of the desired trajectory, the method also includes
on-line feedback at the acceleration level of the DMP, by
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modifying (10) into
x [m]

0.8

where ks is an empirically determined constant. Since the
coaching took place while the robot was wiping, additional
external forces might appear due to friction. Hence a threshold of 5 N was set before the coaching command started to
affect the movement. The robot changed the trajectory based
on the force of interaction – again pushing and pulling the
robot were the options.
This method included the same feedback connection for
instantaneous reactions as described in (7). The same limitations apply. Throughout the paper we call this method the
stiff force method.
D. Force Feedback – Compliant Robot
In this approach the robot was compliant in xp direction.
The adaptation of DMP weights was based on the difference
between the robot’s actual position and the robot’s desired
position. Even though this is in essence positional feedback,
it arises due to the external forces because the reactive
movement of the robot is linearly proportional to the external
force.
The changing of DMP weights w was governed by
ej = xp,des − xp,act ,

(9)

where xp,des stands for desired and xp,act for actual end
effector position in xp direction.
Since the robot was made compliant by the low-level
control algorithm, unlike with the other two methods no
additional feedback reactions were needed. Throughout the
paper we call this method the compliant force method.
IV. RESULTS
In this section we first provide a qualitative assessment
of the results, followed by an analysis of quantitative results
with respect to the measures given in Section II.
Figures 3, 4 and 5 provide the end-effector trajectories
for all participants (marked in the plot). Mean values are
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C. Force Feedback – Stiff Robot
In this method the weight adaptation was based on force
feedback. The robot was stiff, but an active reaction to the
external forces was implemented. Simply put, the referential
position of the robot was changed if external forces were
detected.
The changing of the DMP weights w was in this case
governed by
ej = ks (Fmeas ),
(8)

1

0.1 0.2 0.3

x [m]

żDMP = Ω (αz (βz (g − yDMP ) − zDMP ) + f (φ) + kv ej )
(7)
Here kv is the gain (determined empirically) that makes
the feedback acceleration meaningful. Feedback acceleration
2
was limited to 0.75 m/s . The inclusion of kv ej allows
instantaneous robot reaction, which is not used for learning,
but makes the coaching interface more natural.
Throughout the paper we call this method the visual
method.
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Fig. 3. Robot end-effector trajectories during coaching experiments with
visual method for all 7 participants. The mean trajectories are shown in
bottom right. In all plots the initial end-effector trajectory is given in
green, the learned trajectory approximating the half-ellipse in blue, the final
trajectory approximating the straight line in red, and the desired initial and
final trajectory in dashed black. In plots 2 and 6 one can observe where the
robot reached the edge of the allocated motion area at xp = 0.78 m, yet the
participants were content with the coaching and concluded it.

depicted in bottom right plots. The mean plots are not
relevant, because with a higher number of participants, the
plot would converge either to the desired trajectory, or to
a systematic bias. A qualitative assessment of these plots
suggests that neither of the methods can achieve perfect
coaching, yet force-compliant method seems most accurate.
This is even more evident from Fig. 6, which presents
the mean values and standard deviations for the movement
in xp direction – the one that was altered with coaching.
Both tracking error and standard deviation seem smallest for
the compliant force method, followed by the stiff method.
The visual method was the least effective. The impression is
also that rough trajectory tracking is obtainable, but detailed
motion is not.
Figure 7 shows two sequences of still images. The top row
contains the frames showing the initial robot trajectory. In the
bottom row there are frames showing the robot trajectory
approximating the half-ellipse after coaching.
A. Distance to the desired trajectory
Distance to the desired trajectory was calculated as specified in (1), i. e., the measure is the sum of squared errors.
Fig. 8 illustrates the results, with the top plot showing results
for the half-ellipse and the bottom plot for the straight line.
Results are given for all 7 participants, followed by the
measure for the mean trajectory (tr.) and the mean d for
all participants (err.). Two clear outliers are evident, both for
the visual method.
We performed ANOVA statistical analysis on this measure.
It is used for comparing the means of groups of data. It
shows statistically significant difference of the means if
the probability of them being equal is p < 0.05. ANOVA
analysis shows that for the half-ellipse, the means of the
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Fig. 4. Robot end-effector trajectories during coaching experiments with
stiff force method for all 7 participants. The mean trajectories are shown
in bottom right. In all plots the initial end-effector trajectory is given in
green, the learned trajectory approximating the half-ellipse in blue, the final
trajectory approximating the straight line in red, and the desired initial and
final trajectory in dashed black.
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Fig. 6. Mean trajectories of end-effector motion in xp direction for a
single period of motion after coaching. Top: mean trajectories for the halfellipse. Bottom: mean trajectories for the straight line. The shaded areas
depict standard deviation.

which is in line with the distance to the desired trajectory
measure.

4

C. Force of human-robot interaction
This measure is only applicable for the stiff force and
the compliant force coaching method. Fig. 10 shows the
maximum values obtained during the interaction. Paired t-test
analysis shows no statistically significant difference between
the methods, even though the forces for the stiff force
method are somewhat higher. This is consistent also with
the results of the other two measures. It should be noted
that all participants experienced higher forces when using
the stiff force method in their coaching practice, see also the
discussion Section V.
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V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Fig. 5. Robot end-effector trajectories during coaching experiments with
compliant force method for all 7 participants. The mean trajectories are
shown in bottom right. In all plots the initial end-effector trajectory is given
in green, the learned trajectory approximating the half-ellipse in blue, the
final trajectory approximating the straight line in red, and the desired initial
and final trajectory in dashed black.

results are statistically significantly different (p < 0.05).
Post-hoc comparison using the Least Significant Difference
(LSD) approach shows that visual method is statistically
significantly different from the force stiff method (p < 0.05)
and from the compliant force method (p < 0.05). There
is no statistically significant difference between the two
force-based methods (p > 0.05). Analysis of the straight
line shows no statistically significant difference between the
means (p > 0.05).
B. Time of coaching
Results for the time of coaching measure are presented
in Fig. 9. The mean coaching times for both shapes are
presented for each participant. The mean values of coaching
times for all participants are also shown. The results of the
visual method are different from the other two methods,

Quantitative results of the distance to the desired trajectory have shown a difference in the means of the accuracy
of tracking of the visual and the two force based methods,
with statistical significance (the probability of them being
equal is p < 0.05). The absolute values of this measure are
different for the two shapes: the half-ellipse and the straight
line. For the straight line, the participants could very easily
estimate the errors of motion, which led to fine-tuning. As
evident from the values of d, which is roughly double for
the straight line for all three methods, the coaching methods
are more applicable for rough approximation of motion.
In human student - tutor relations it is evident that a coach
cannot completely fine-tune the motion of the student, but the
student has to do it himself. The same is evident for coaching
of robots. While we can achieve a rough approximation of the
desired motion, autonomous fine-tuning needs to take place
afterward. An example of autonomous fine tuning would
be that after coaching, the robot would adapt to sensory
feedback, e. g. to forces arising from a contact with the
object.
Time of coaching measure showed similar differences
between the means of the methods. Given the high standard
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Fig. 7.

Top row: still images of the starting robot trajectory. Bottom row: still images of tracking the half-ellipse after coaching.
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deviation in relation to the means, it is evident that participants undertook different strategies. Some finished coaching
fast while others took their time. Different instructions, such
as “coach it to the desired trajectory as fast as possible”
might make this measure more applicable.
Force of human-robot interaction also shows differences
in means of the values, but just as in the case of the distance
to the desired trajectory, statistical significance could not be
shown. This is in some sense surprising. As depicted in the
accompanying video, the stiff force method can quickly lead
to high forces, specifically if a person tries to grab the robot
stiffly. Every participant experienced the same in the trial

visual.
1
3
3
16

stiff force
3
1
3
14

compl. force
3
3
1
12

TABLE I
PARTICIPANT RANKING OF THE METHODS .

before the recorded session. Since all knew what to avoid,
no one tried it in the recorded attempt.
Qualitative assessments show that all three methods indeed allowed rough approximation of trajectories (see Figs.
3, 4, 5). Table I depicts the ranking of the methods by
the participants, with 1 meaning best and 3 the worst. The
numbers in the table show how many participants ranked a
method to that place. If a rank is worth just as many points,
compliant force method was voted best.
Best and worst were not defined and the participants were
only asked to rank the methods, which resulted in some
confusion and led the participants to assign their own criteria.
For example, one participant commented that while one
method was the hardest to learn (the visual method), after
some time it allowed best results, and placed it first. Another
participant simply hated that very same method, because it
was difficult to learn and not intuitive.
The comments of the participants can be roughly grouped
for each method. The reactions of the visual method were
deemed not fast enough. Mostly, the method was not favored
because it required more practice. The stiff force method
was found nice for rough approximation, but absolutely
impossible for fine corrections. High forces and oscillations
would occur. One instance of oscillatory behavior and high
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forces is depicted in the accompanying video. The compliant
force method was deemed not intuitive enough because of
delays in learning.
The responses of all methods could be partially altered
with different coaching gains. While in this survey we
empirically set the gains, autonomous setting of gains for
individual user remains a task for the future.
The main conclusions of this study, based on quantitative
results, are: 1) there is a clear advantage in using forcebased coaching methods; and 2) all coaching methods are
applicable for rough approximations while accurate tracking
is not viable. The coaching method should be enhanced by
an additional autonomous adaptation method that allows fine
tuning of the trajectories, since this is difficult to achieve
through coaching.
Based on the qualitative measures by the participants, the
following conclusions can be made. Any kind of coaching
method should not require a lot of practice. The force of
interaction should not rise in any possible (robot-induced)
case. The learning of the modified trajectory should not be
delayed with respect to the human action. Future work will
include extensions of the HRI system to tackle these issues.
APPENDIX
This Appendix describes the basics of periodic DMPs.
For a complete DMP overview see [18]. The following
description is limited to a single DOF, i. e. one of the external
task-space coordinates, denoted by yDMP . The output of the
DMP is the referential position of the robot, i. e., xp,des =
yDMP . Temporally scaled velocity is denoted by zDMP .
A periodic DMP is given by
żDMP = Ω (αz (βz (g − yDMP ) − zDMP ) + f (φ)) , (10)
ẏDMP = ΩzDMP .

(11)

f (φ) is known as the forcing term, and is comprised of a
linear combination of N radial basis functions Γi (φ)
PN
i=1 wi Γi (φ)
f (φ) = P
r.
(12)
N
i=1 Γi (φ)
Radial basis functions Γi (φ) are defined by
Γi (φ) = exp (hi (cos (φ−ci )−1)) .

(13)

Parameter r is the amplitude control parameter, hi > 0
are the widths of the kernels and ci spreads them equally
along the phase φ from 0 to 2π in N steps. The parameters
αz , βz , > 0 and αz = 4βz make the system (10) – (11)
critically damped. The system oscillates as given by f (x)
around the goal g.
The phase variable φ provides indirect dependency on
time. It can increase with constant rate, where the parameter
Ω denotes the frequency
φ̇ = Ω.
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